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About Destiny Returns 
 Destiny Returns is a music collaboration featuring Jim Gorski and NeilSmith who 

started out practicing in Neil's parents’ garage in 1976. They spent many long days 

and nights writing, playing, and performing in all the local Los Angeles Night Clubs 

before calling it quits in 1985. They came back together in 2017 to regroup and 

produce their first album "Pieces to the Puzzle". Since then have re-recorded old 

songs, as well as written many new ones to round out their musical growth. Destiny 

Returns currently has 10 separate releases to date and their 11th release, an EP entitled 

"Here and Now" will be available in stores on June 28th.  

 

About The EP 
After their recent successful release of ‘Here and Now’ Destiny Returns arrives with a 

new mesmerizing pop-rock EP ‘Here I Come Again’. This new two-track EP gives the 

listeners a mix of nostalgic rock guitar riffs with a modern pop arrangement. The first 

track, ‘The Voices That You Hear’, starts off with an intimate vibe featuring an 

energetic guitar lead. The entirety of the track will take the listener into an escapade 

with the uplifting melodies and driving drumline. The second track, ‘Here I Come 

Again’, delivers an anthemic introduction that leads into the powerful rock riff, while 

the keys in the background give ‘Here I Come Again’ atmosphere. The breaks provide 

the overall arrangement with a powerful release that will get any music aficionado 

dancing. Undoubtedly, Destiny Return’s new EP does not fail to entertain, as they are 

set to keep releasing music that will take them deep into the next level. 
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Follow Destiny Returns 

Instagram 

Twitter 

Facebook  

Youtube 

Itunes 

Spotify 

https://www.instagram.com/destinyreturns/
https://twitter.com/DestinyReturns
https://www.facebook.com/DestinyReturns/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVqerXARD4E
https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/destiny-returns/1370245434
https://open.spotify.com/artist/7JR3ESeSnAuLp7wgqLPaWp

